One of the most robust features of the solar magnetic cycle is that the stronger cycles rise faster than the weaker ones. This is popularly known as the Waldmeier Effect, which is known for more than 80 years. This fundamental feature of the solar cycle has not only practical implications, e,g., in predicting the solar cycle, but also implications in understanding the solar dynamo. Here we ask the question whether the Waldmeier Effect exists in other Sun-like stars. To answer this question, we analyze the Ca II H & K S-index from Mount Wilson Observatory for 21 Sun-like G-K stars. We specifically check two aspects of Waldmeier Effect, namely, WE1: the anti-correlation between the rise times and the peaks and WE2: the positive correlation between rise rates and amplitudes. We show that except HD 16160, HD 81809, HD 155886 and HD 161239, all stars considered in the analysis show WE2. While WE1 is found to be present only in some of the stars studied. Further, the WE1 correlation is weaker than the WE2. Both WE1 and WE2 exist in the solar S-index as well. Similar to the solar cycles, the magnetic cycles of many stars are asymmetric about their maxima. The existence of the Waldmeier Effect and asymmetric cycles in Sun-like stars suggests that the dynamo mechanism which operates in the Sun is also operating in other stars.
INTRODUCTION
The solar magnetic activity increases and decreases cyclically with an average period of 11 years, however, both the duration and amplitude vary cycle to cycle. There are also shortterm variations within the cycle (Lean and Brueckner 1989) , making it difficult to predict the future activity. Nonetheless, there are some special features of the solar cycle. One of these is that the rate of increase of the activity is not the same for all cycles, rather it depends on the strength of the cycle. This leads to a famous relation, called the Waldmeier Effect (Waldmeier 1935) . It says that the stronger cycles rise faster (and take less time to reach their peak activities) than the weaker ones, and vice-versa. The Waldmeier Effect has been extensively studied in different proxies of solar activity data since its discovery in 1935. However, limitations in different data sets sometimes make it difficult to establish its existence. For example, Dikpati et al. (2008) did not find a significant anticorrelation between rise times and amplitudes and claimed that the Waldmeier Effect is not present in the sunspot area data. Later, a more careful analysis by Karak and Choudhuri (2011) computed the rise time and showed that Waldmeier Effect exists in all, sunspot area, number and 10.7-cm radio flux data. They further showed that this anti-correlation between rise times and amplitudes is one aspect of Waldmeier Effect which they referred to as WE1. The other aspect is the positive correlation between the rise rates and the amplitudes and they referred to it as WE2. It turned out that the latter feature is much more robust and probably more useful (Cameron and Schüssler 2008) . For example, when the Waldmeier Effect is used to predict the future solar cycle, WE2 is meant rather than WE1 which requires rise time of the cycle (e.g., Cameron and Schüssler 2007; Kane 2008; Ramesh and Lakshmi 2012) . Only after the cycle has reached its maximum can the rise time be obtained while the rise rate can easily be obtained shortly after the cycle has started.
Many other stars, so-called the Sun-like stars (with spectral types F-M), which have convection zones in their outer layers produce magnetic fields through dynamo action (Parker 1955; Moffatt 1978; Gilman 1983; Ossendrijver 2003; Charbonneau 2014; Noyes et al. 1984; Soon et al. 1993; Saar and Brandenburg 1999) . Many of these stars indeed show clear magnetic cycles with varying amplitudes and durations (Baliunas et al. 1995) . Therefore, the important question that we want to answer in this paper is whether the Waldmeier Effect can be seen in other stars as well. Checking the Waldmeier Ef-fect in other stars, however, is challenging because typically we do not have a long dataset of magnetic activity. Among the available observables of magnetic activity, Ca II H & K line emission (hereafter simply HK) is the longest dataset that has been used to study the long-term variation of stellar activity. The magnetic (non-thermal) heating in the chromosphere causes emission in the cores of HK. This HK emission is used to measure the stellar magnetic activity due to its strong correlation with the magnetic flux, as realized in the Sun (Leighton 1959; Skumanich et al. 1975; Schrijver et al. 1992) .
The HK Project of Mount Wilson Observatory (MWO) regularly monitored more than 100 Sun-like stars with spectral types early F to M, starting from 1966. However, the Project ended in 2003. Therefore, this limited data of 37 years may be used to analyze the features of stellar cycles. Analyzing these data from 21 stars for which good cycles are seen, we shall explore the existence of Waldmeier Effect in different Sunlike stars for the first time. Other features of stellar cycles, particularly the asymmetry of the cycles will also be identified. To put the Sun in this context, we shall also present the analysis of Waldmeier Effect using the same Ca II HK proxy obtained from Kodaikanal Observatory, which was not done in the past.
DATA ANALYSES
We use the fully calibrated S-index time series from the MWO HK Project. In our analysis we need high-quality data having at least two consecutive unambiguous cycles. These are available only in G and K stars which are also listed in Böhm-Vitense (2007) and Schröder et al. (2013) . From these lists, we find that only 21 stars are useful in our study. Chromospheric variations of these stars are shown in Figure 1 , while the cycle properties are listed in Table 1 . The dotted points in this figure show the raw data, the calibrated S-index. The S-index for the Sun, obtained from the Kodaikanal Observatory is also shown for comparison in Figure 2 .
To study the Waldmeier Effect using these S-index data, we need to compute the rise time, rise rate, and peak value of each cycle. However, as can be seen from Figure 1 , the data are irregular (due to the rotation, active region emergence and decay, and uneven observations). Thus, we end up getting huge uncertainties in the cycle parameters if they are computed directly from the calibrated S-index. Therefore, instead of using the raw calibrated S-index data, we produce approximate cycles of the data using the given profile(s) and then the best-fitted cycles are used to study the Waldmeier Effect. What profile we use to produce the fitted data is guided by the fitting of solar data. A popular fitting profile of the solar cycle is the following quasi-Planck function (Hathaway et al. 1994) .
where t is the time in year, t 0 is the starting time of the cycle, parameters a, b and c are related to the cycle amplitude (peak S-index), the rise time, and the cycle asymmetry, respectively. On the other hand, Du (2011) has demonstrated that the following skewed-Gaussian function captures the solar cycle profile slightly better.
where A is related to the cycle amplitude, t m is approximately the time of maximum, B relates to the width of the cycle rising phase, and α is the asymmetry parameter. The last term f min , which measures the offset S-index at the cycle minimum, was not present in the Du (2011) model, but was introduced recently by . Although they preferred this profile, they have shown the fitting with the quasi-Planck function produces comparable results. We, therefore, fit the stellar S-index with both profiles and study the Waldmeier Effect separately in each fitted data.
As the fitting will be performed for each cycle separately, we need to isolate the cycles first. To do so, we bin the raw data with one-year intervals and then smooth with a threepoint running window. In this smoothed S-index, the cycles are isolated by considering the data in between two successive minima. The individual cycle periods computed from two successive minima and their mean periods for all stars are enlisted in the last two columns of Table 1 . Taking the minimum time as a heuristic value, we proceed to fit the raw S-index of individual cycles with functions given in equations (1) and (2). For the fitting, we use the Python scipy library curve fit routine. This built-in function uses a Trusted Region Reflective (TRR) method with the LevenbergMarquardt (LM) algorithm applied to trusted-region subproblems (Moré 1978, p. 105) . In Figures 1 and 2 , the solid and dashed lines show the fitted profiles using skewed-Gaussian (Equation (2)) and quasi-Planck function (Equation (1)), respectively. To measure a goodness of fit we compute the reduced χ 2 red . In evaluating χ 2 red , we consider the error as 1.2% of the S-index as suggested in Baliunas et al. (1995) . Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix A list out the values of various fitted parameters and χ 2 red for each of the stars used in the analysis. While for most stars these χ 2 red values are reasonable considering that the models do not address short-timescale variability present in the data, we get significantly large values for a few stars where even the long-term variability appears to be not well represented by the models. While for some stars these χ 2 red values are reasonable, we get significantly large values for a few stars which are due to poor data quality. We further observe that the c column for quasi-Planck fit contains some extreme negative values. As such, although the trend is seen in general for most of the stellar cycles, it cannot be said that the parameter c corresponds to the cycle asymmetry. It can also be seen that the parameter t 0 does not increase monotonically in every consecutive cycle of a star. Thus, the correspondence between t 0 and the cycle start time is also not thorough.
Sadly, not all the cycles are usable for the analysis. The observational data of most of the stars contains a partial cycle either initially or at the end of the observation period. These partial cycles cannot be used. Further, some cycles of HD 155885, HD 155886 and HD 201092 are unusable because of ill-fitting or inconsistent variability. Table 4 of Appendix A lists out the parameters values for such unusable cycles, whereas Table 3 gives the values for the usable cycles. The plots in Figure 1 can be reproduced from equations (1) and (2) using the parameters given in Table 3 and Table 4 . To compare the goodness of the fitting of different stars we further compute χ 2 red for all the usable cycles in each star. This total χ 2 red is shown in Table 1 . For the solar cycles, we get χ 2 red values as 3.5 for quasi-Planck and 2.5 for skewed-Gaussian fittings.
We note that the observational data of the stellar magnetic activity sometimes contains local minima between the cycles. We ignore the local minima when the time difference between the minimum and the preceding maximum is much less compared to such difference for other cycles. The threshold value of the time difference for this criterion of ignoring the local minima varies from star to star and depends on the cycle characteristics. For instance, for HD 201092, the local minima are ignored if the time interval containing the minimum is ∼ 3 years or less. Whereas, in the case of HD 149661, since the actual cycle durations are in that range, we do the same for a much smaller interval (∼ 1 years).
Further, another important parameter to look into is the cycle asymmetry. Solar magnetic cycles are usually found to be asymmetric about the maxima. Therefore it is interesting to find out whether the stellar cycles are also asymmetric. A measure of this asymmetry in the cycle can be obtained by calculating the skewness of the data defined as
wheref is the mean strength of the cycle and σ fit is the standard deviation of the cycle data from the fitted profile. Column 7 of Table 1 tabulates the mean value of the skewness for the stars γ 1 , calculated using the individual skewness values of usable cycles. A positive (negative) skewness means that the part of the cycle on the right (left) of the cycle maxima is skewed compared to the other side. For reference, the mean skewness of the solar cycles computed from our S-index is 0.3373.
RESULTS

Checking the Waldmeier Effect in solar S-index
As referred in the Introduction that previous authors have studied the Waldmeier Effect using sunspot number and area data, but not using any chromospheric magnetic proxy. Therefore, we shall first check the Waldmeier Effect for the Sun with the same type of chromospheric magnetic proxy that we are using for the other stars. This will show the robustness of our analysis and also put the Sun in the stellar context. For this, we use the S-index of Sun from MWO data for the last 5 cycles and Kodaikanal data where the data is available for cycles 15-19. As described in , these two data sets are made homogeneous by doing the following scaling.
The Kodaikanal data is in Integrated Sunlight Spectrometer (ISS) flux scale, calibrated by Bertello et al. (2016) using the synoptic Ca II K plage index from spectroheliograms from the Kodaikanal (KKL) Observatory in India. This time series data of Ca II K emission is first transformed to the Ca II H & K measurement scale of Sacramento Peak National Observatory (NSO/SP) flux scale by applying following equation.
Now, another transformation is performed between the NSO/SP K emission index and the MWO S-index. Assuming a linear relationship of the form, S(K) = a + bK, and using the cycle 23 fit parameters for the Sun ), the following linear transformation is obtained:
Using Equation (5) for the Kodaikanal data between cycles 15-19, homogenizes the solar data.
Previous studies have shown that the WE2 (anti-correlation between rise rates and amplitudes) is a robust feature of the solar cycle. Therefore, we analyze the WE2 first using the data obtained from the quasi-Planck fitting. Following Karak and Choudhuri (2011) , we define the rise rate of a cycle as the change in the activity in a single year and calculating the change between two consecutive years after leaving out one year from the cycle beginning (minimum). The scatter plot between the rise rate and the peak S-index is shown in the left panel of Figure 3 both for the quasi-Planck and skewed-Gaussian fittings. We find that the correlation is good and the value of the correlation coefficient is comparable to the previous study (Cameron and Schüssler 2008; Karak and Choudhuri 2011) . Now, we consider WE1 which is the anti-correlation between the rise time and the strength. As argued in Dikpati et al. (2008) and Karak and Choudhuri (2011) , incorrect identification of cycle minimum or maximum can lead to a large error in the rise time computed. We, therefore, consider the rise time as the time taken by a cycle to grow from 20% to 80% of its peak. The scatter plot between the rise time and the peak S-index is shown in the right panel of Figure 3 . As found in the other proxies of the solar cycle, the WE1 correlation is much weaker. The correlation coefficients found in our S-index data is comparable to the previous values obtained from other proxies of the solar data (Dikpati et al. 2008; Karak and Choudhuri 2011) .
Checking the Waldmeier Effect in Stars
Now we study the Waldmeier Effect for the stars in the same way as we have done for the Sun. We first show the results of WE2 using the data obtained from the quasi-Planck fitting. For the representation, the scatter plots between the rise rates and the peak S-indexes for HD 160346 and HD 201091 are shown in Figure 4 . This shows that the stronger cycles rise faster than the weaker ones-establishing the WE2 in these two stars. As the number of cycles in each star is very limited, the correlation coefficient computed from the cycles of an individual star is not very meaningful. Therefore, we combine the data for all the stars which individually show the correlation for WE2. For a star, if the Spearman correlation coefficient between rise rates and amplitudes is at least 0.1, then we mark that star to 'hold WE2'. This information is listed in Table 1 . Table 5 in Appendix A details the peak S-index and rise rate values for all the stars used in the analysis. Surprisingly, we find that all the stars except HD 16160, HD 81809, HD 155886 and HD 161239, follow WE2 for at least one type of fitting.
For HD 16160, there are only two cycles (see Figure 1 ). Therefore, with this limited data, it is difficult to make a conclusive comment about whether HD 16160 truly does not fol- Note. -Here, '# cycles' is the total number of usable cycles present in the data duration. χ 2 red,P and χ 2 red,G are the reduced χ 2 computed over all usable cycles of a star fitted with quasi-Planck (Equation (1)) and skewed-Gaussian (Equation (2)) profiles, respectively. γ 1 is the mean Skewness γ 1 (a measure of the cycle asymmetry) for the usable cycles. Further, the superscripts on the WE1 and WE2 tell the fitting in which the correlation is found. Here, P stands for quasi-Planck fit, while G stands for skewed-Gaussian. The spectral type information is taken from Oláh et al. (2016) . † HD 81809 is an unresolved binary and the observed activity cycles are most likely linked to G2 subgiant (Egeland 2018 ). low WE2. The same argument may hold for HD 155886 because this star also has only two usable cycles and both cycles are very noisy. In HD 161239, the correlation is destroyed due to the first cycle which is very different than the rest. As seen in Figure 1 , for HD 161239, the first cycle is the strongest one and the activity level during the minimum is relatively high. This produces an unexpectedly slow rise rate in the first cycle and breaks the WE2 relation. If we do not consider the first cycle, then the star beautifully show WE2 (The linear Spearman correlation is 0.80 for quasi-Planck fitted data and 0.20 for skewed-Gaussian fitting). In the case of HD 81809, the cycles are very regular and the data quality is good. However, it is very surprising that the star does not follow WE2. The individual Spearman correlation coefficient between the rise rates and the amplitudes is −0.80 for the quasi-Planck fitting and −0.40 for the skewed-Gaussian. Thus the correlation is opposite to the one we expect for the WE2 to hold.
The combined data of stars having a good positive correlation between the rise rate and the amplitude are shown in the top panel of Figure 5 . We note that different stars have different activity levels and cycle growth rates. Thus, to put all values in a comparable range, we normalize the data of individual stars with their average values. This does not affect the value of the correlation coefficient of the combined data. For comparison, the data from the Sun is also shown in the same plot. As seen from the top panel of Figure 5 , the composite data show a good correlation between rise rates and strengths; excluding the solar data, the linear Spearman correlation coefficient being 0.72. The data obtained from the skewed-Gaussian fitting show a similar behavior, although the correlation coefficient is lower; see bottom panel of Figure 5 . Interestingly, the skewed-Gaussian profile is fitting the data better than the quasi-Planck profile (less χ 2 red,G values as seen from Table 1) ; however, the Waldmeier relation is relatively weaker. Finally, we explore WE1 for stars. Again, we first check the trend between rise times and the peaks for each star separately.
We say that a star shows WE1 if the Spearman correlation coefficient between peaks and rise times is less than −0.1. Table 1 , not all stars show the expected negative correlation. We find that only five stars out of 21 show WE1 for the quasi-Planck fitting. For the skewed-Gaussian fitting, four more stars show the solar-like WE1 correlation.
As listed in
The scatter plots between rise times and peak S-index of all the stars showing WE1 individually are shown in Figure 6 . For comparison, the data for the Sun are overplotted in the same figure. In this figure, we observe that the correlation coefficient is much weaker. Excluding the solar data, the linear Spearman correlation coefficient is −0.77 (p = 0.01) for quasi-Planck fittings, while this value for skewed-Gaussian fitting is −0.39 (p = 0.07). Note that in the latter case, the correlation is very less and thus the results are statistically insignificant. It is the HD 219834B which has a very poor WE1 correlation (−0.02) and reduces the composite correlation in Figure 6 (b). If we exclude this star, then the correlation becomes −0.52 (p = 0.02). Weaker correlation for WE1 is not surprising because it is already known from the study of solar data that WE1 is much weaker and it is sensitive to the data set in use as well as the computation of rise times (Dikpati et al. 2008; Karak and Choudhuri 2011) . Fortunately, if instead of defining rise time as the time taken by a cycle to grow from 20% to 80% of its peak, we define it using different values, then also we get a solar-like negative correlation for WE1 from those stars which show correlations in Figure 6 ; (see Table 2 ). However, the correlation values for skewed-Gaussian remain far lower than those for the quasi-Planck fit. Let us discuss a consequence of WE2 relation. As shown in Figure 5 , WE2 can be read as S = m( dS dt ) + S 0 . Now if we make a crude assumption: dS dt = S t , where t is the total rise time, and if we also take the limit m t < 1 (which is the case in our data), then to a first order, we find: S = (mS 0 ) 1 t + S 0 . This relation fits the data presented in Figure 6 (WE1) poorly (rms deviation of the fittings being 0.029 and 0.037 for quasi-Planck and skewed-Gaussian fitted data). Our correlation plot for WE1 has already a large scatter and thus we cannot conclusively reject this variation over the linear variation represented as WE1.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we for the first time have explored the Waldmeier Effect in Sun-like stars. We have used MWO's calibrated S-index of 21 stars having observations for at least two consecutive unambiguous cycles. These stars having highquality cycles belong to the spectral index of G-K (three Gstars and the rest are K-stars); see Egeland (2017) for the discussion on the cycle quality of MWO stars and Schröder et al. (2013) for an HR diagram of the cycling MWO stars. After carrying out systematic analyses of the data, we check two related aspects of the WE, namely, WE1 (the anti-correlation between rise times and the amplitudes) and WE2 (the positive correlation between rise rates and amplitudes). We find that all these stars, except HD 16160, HD 81809, HD 155886 and HD 161239, show WE2 in at least one type of fittings used for the analysis.
For HD 16160, there are data for only two cycles with little variations in the cycle duration and amplitude and the fitting of the data with the analytical profile is also poor. Thus we may expect that when high-quality data are available, this star may show WE2 relation. The same expectation can be held for HD 155886 because this star also has only two usable cycles and both cycles are very noisy. Interestingly, in HD 161239 the first cycle is very different than the rest; it is the strongest cycle and the activity level, even during the cycle minimum, is relatively high; see Figure 1 . This produces an unexpectedly slow rise rate in the first cycle and breaks the WE2 relation. If we do not consider the first cycle, then the star beautifully show WE2 (the linear Spearman correlation is 0.8 for quasi-Planck fitted data and 0.2 for skewed-Gaussian fitting). HD 81809 is a peculiar star. In the available observation period, it has four excellent cycles and the quality of the data is fairly good as evident with good fittings with the analytical profiles (small χ 2 red ). Still, the star does not show WE. This possibly gives a hint that the periodicity of the magnetic cycle in HD 81809 is caused by a different mechanism. Coincidently, HD 81809 is an unresolved binary system and the cyclic magnetic activity is possibly caused by the A component which is a subgiant (with a rotation period of about 40 days and an effective temperature of 5757 K) (Egeland 2018) . It could be that this slowly rotating subgiant Note.
t end and tstart are the times at which the activity is the given fraction of the peak value. The rise time is defined as the time difference between the t end and tstart. Stars used in the correlation computation are, for the quasi-Planck fitting case: HD 4628, HD 32147, HD 115404, HD 155886, and HD 166620, while for the skewed-Gaussian case: HD 3651, HD 4628, HD 16160, HD 20630, HD 32147, HD 115404, HD 152391, HD 166620, and HD 219834B. possesses the so-called anti-solar differential rotation (Harutyunyan et al. 2016 ) and consequently, the dynamo mechanism could be fundamentally different than that in the other solar-like stars (Karak et al. 2015; Karak and Tomar 2019) . Incidentally, the possibility of the existence of anti-solar differential rotation in slowly rotating stars and the cyclic dynamos in those stars are highlighted in recent observational and theoretical works (Karak et al. 2015; Viviani et al. 2019; Warnecke 2018; Brandenburg and Giampapa 2018; Karak and Tomar 2019) . Clearly, further research is needed to identify the exact dynamo mechanism causing the excellent cycles in HD 81809 and why the Waldmeier Effect is broken in this star.
In contrast to WE2, WE1 is observed to hold only in a small number of stars (5 out of 21, for the quasi-Planck fitting). For the Sun, we already know that the WE2 is a robust feature of the solar cycle and it exists in all the proxies of the solar cycle, while WE1 correlation is very poor and sensitive to the data quality (Dikpati et al. 2008; Karak and Choudhuri 2011) . Our analysis of the chromospheric activity of Sun also confirms that the WE1 correlation is weaker than the WE2. Thus with our limited data sets for the Sun-like stars, and the existence of a strong correlation between the rise rate and peak S-index (WE2), confirms that other Sun-like stars studied in this paper show the Waldmeier Effect.
The Waldmeier Effect is a very distinctive and stringent feature of the solar cycle which has implication in predicting the activity level of the following cycle (Cameron and Schüssler 2007; Kane 2008; Cameron and Schüssler 2016; Mandal et al. 2017) . Explaining this feature is a challenge to the solar dynamo models. However, a correct dynamo model for the solar cycle must explain this special feature (Karak and Choudhuri 2011; Pipin and Kosovichev 2011; Passos and Charbonneau 2014; Mandal et al. 2017) . Previously, using 25-year records of Ca II HK emission fluxes of solar-type stars, Soon et al. (1994) showed a similar type of inverse relationship between the amplitude of activity and the cycle length both for the solar cycles and the ensemble of solar-type stars. This result and the existence of Waldmeier Effect in other Sun-like stars, as found in the present study, suggest that the same mechanism is responsible for producing magnetic activity cycles in Sun and other Sun-like G-K stars. Hence, the dynamo models which are successful in explaining the features of the solar cycle can be extended to other Sun-like stars.
It is also worth considering the converse implication; that is, if the Sun and Sun-like stars operate under the same dynamo mechanism, then observational constraints obtained for the stars are also applicable to the Sun. In particular, it has been observed from stellar data that the cycle period increases along with the rotation period (Saar and Brandenburg 1999; Böhm-Vitense 2007) along two branches separated by their activity level and rotation period. More recent re-analyses of the MWO HK Project data have called into question whether such a trend exists for the so-called "active" branch, stars with log(R HK ) −4.75 and semi-empirical Rossby number 1.5 (Olspert et al. 2018; Boro Saikia et al. 2018) . The other, "inactive" branch, however, remains robust in these same studies, and more importantly this cycle branch covers the solar activity-Rossby parameter regime. Both Babcock-Leighton flux transport dynamos (Jouve et al. 2010; ) and recent global MHD simulations (Strugarek et al. 2017 (Strugarek et al. , 2018 ) are unable to reproduce this observed cycle period trend (however see Hazra et al. 2019 , who find some correct trend in a pumping-dominated dynamo model). By necessity, our study included only targets with high-quality cycles, which are the same set of stars comprising the inactive branch. By finding the WE operating in these stars, it appears more likely that they are operating the same dynamo mechanism as the Sun, and therefore viable models for the solar cycle should produce an increasing cycle period with an increasing rotation period. This indirect inference suggests a significant revision in the current dynamo models is required. 
